MLA Style Samples

Double-space your entire citation list both between and within entries. Note that some professors may prefer single spaced citations!!! Alphabetize sources by author or editor.

Note: The new 2009 MLA revision no longer requires you to provide the URL for Web-based resources. However, your instructor may require this.

Books


NetLibrary E-Books


Journal Articles


Magazine Articles


Newspaper Articles


(+ signifies article continues over multiple pages)
Encyclopedia Articles

Well known Publication

Less known Publication

Dictionary Entry

Website
*The Purdue OWL Family of Sites.* The Writing Lab and OWL at Purdue and Purdue U, 2008. Web. 9 September 2009.

A Page on a Web Site

Wiki Entry

Citing from Literary Criticism Series

For further information please purchase or borrow (from the reference desk) a copy of the book "MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers," 7th ed.